During the cyclone our training centre had a massive destruction too. The boundary wall, toilet blocks, roof of the stairwell, roof of the quarter of watch and ward were destroyed completely; moreover the overhead reservoir had also got blown away. This training centre was destroyed in such a way that it had become absolutely impossible for us to conduct any training. In fact this was the time when conducting training had become very necessary.

This super cyclone had also destroyed the farmlands, orchards, etc., completely. People were in much need of alternative livelihood and for this organise training sessions for them was very much necessary. Besides this counseling the women and girls’ group leaders on how they can communicate with each person of different sections, how they can carry on their ongoing activities and campaigns of its protection circle.

As soon as we let you know about the wreck less condition of our training centre; you understood its importance and without wasting a single moment you supported us for doing the construction. You promptly sent us a fund to finish off the repair work. We have already started the reconstruction work with this money. I am sending you some of the images which will give you a brief idea on different stages of our construction work.

The roof of the toilet block has already been constructed. All the bricks of the boundary wall that had fallen were collected and now the construction work has just begun. The overhead reservoir has also been placed. The house of the residential employees, who have been kept there for watch and word, is also being constructed. However the entire construction work has not yet finished. It might get over by the month of March.